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Teaching Methods & Tips 
By: Steve Kugath 

 
Goal: To help students become aware of a variety of teaching techniques and to improve class presentations in a 
variety of settings. 
 
Reflect for a moment upon a teacher who was influential in 
your life:  

• Consider their Character & Personality 
• Consider their teaching style 
• What was it that made them so memorable & 

effective? 
 

1. They cared about their students - were willing to 
take time 

2. Their approach to teaching was unique - utilized 
various teaching methods 

3. Great listeners.  Were willing to listen to any ideas 
4. They really knew their stuff 
5. They had a passion for their topic which they shared with their students 
6. Prepared for class 
7. Expected a lot out of their students 

 
Knowledge is Power!  Teachers must accept a high level of responsibility for their teaching as students can be easily 
influenced. 
 
1. Teaching Strategies: 

a) The Grasshopper Approach: 
i) Teaching in the backcountry involves many subjects that need to be taught in a short 

amount of time 
ii) This often times requires teachers to “hop” from subject to subject 
iii) Once introduced skills should be demonstrated and then applied ASAP 
iv) Example: Teach a stove operation & Cooking class just before breakfast to encourage 

students to practice and apply newly learned principles. 
b) The Teachable Moment: 

i) Teachable moments are lessons spontaneously taught through out the day as appropriate 
situations arise 

ii) Often short these lessons are powerful due to current applicability 
iii) Students are typically very focused as their safety may be in the balance 
iv) Be sure to clarify the subject and avoid unnecessarily embarrassing students whose 

mistake may have lead to the teachable moment. 
v) Example: Teaching about river crossings just prior to crossing an icy fast moving stream. 

 
2. Presentation Formats: 

a) Lecture: 
i) Advantages: 

+Provide the maximum amount of info in the shortest time 
+Students need no previous knowledge of the topic 
+Teacher can control the flow & the information presented 
+May focus the group on the designated topic 

ii) Disadvantages: 
-May discourage active learning and student involvement 
-Students may become less committed to class 
-The success or failure is totally dependent on the lecturer 
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-Students may posses differing learning styles not matching lecture format 
iii) Lecture Hints: Keep topic focused; keep organized to allow for good note taking; include an 

introduction, body of knowledge and a summary; use props, slides and other visuals to 
demonstrate points. 

b) Discussion: 
i) Advantages 

+Well suited to develop abstract thoughts, opinions, attitudes or judgment 
+Allows for higher levels of analysis, synthesis and evaluation 
+Encourages active learning 
+Encourages student commitment 
+The success or failure of the class is shared by teacher and students 
+May improve group morale if discussions help resolve group issues 

ii) Disadvantages 
-Requires time 
-Instructors need to possess special skills to facilitate effective discussions 
-Requires students to possess pre-existing knowledge 
-Instructor objectives may not be met 
-May lead to emotional confrontations or disagreements 
-Requires student patience while others express views and opinions 

iii) Discussion Hints: Move from concrete to abstract; at times it may be necessary for teacher to 
act as moderator or to step in; teacher should possess good listening skills; may be necessary 
for teacher to consciously separate their personal feelings and opinions from the discussion; 
Invite participation from less active students; clearly summarize at the end of the discussion. 

 
*Prior to selecting a presentation format the following should be considered: 

-Student knowledge 
-Student maturity: What is their attention span? 
-Student interest: How interested are the students in the topic to be presented? 
-Time: How much do you have for the presentation? 

 -Nature of the Subject: How might the information be most effectively presented? 
 

14 Teaching Tips: 
1. Keep an eye on the weather: select a site with at least partial shade and with shelter from the wind and rain. 
2. Encourage students to come with a duffel of possibly needed items: Water, insect repellent, sunscreen, layers, extra 

pen and paper and rain gear. 
3. Select a safe location- Teaching sites on top of or below a cliff may be beautiful but can be dangerous. 
4. Rotate outdoor classrooms- Seek to minimize impact. 
5. Don’t wear sunglasses or other clothing that may conceal your 

face. 
6. The teacher should always position the students so that the sun is 

behind them so they can easily look toward the teacher. 
7. Speak clearly, loudly and slowly. 
8. Use appropriate vocabulary.  
9. Use notes for a reference; don’t read from them. 
10. Vary the pitch and tone of your voice. 
11. Establish eye contact with your students. 
12. Avoid distracting habits (i.e. picking your nose, um..., etc.) 
13. Use visuals to encourage and attach learning. 
14. If you are passionate about your topic so will your students! 
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